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Demonstration of a self-mixing displacement sensor based on terahertz quantum cascade lasers There is growing interest in quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) as sources of narrowband terahertz (THz) radiation, 1 since THz radiation is potentially well-suited to a range of applications including chemical sensing, industrial inspection, and imaging for security and biomedical applications. One particularly useful property of THz radiation is that it can penetrate dry dielectric materials such as clothing, fabrics, and cardboard. Currently, however, the lack of compact and sensitive detectors limits the commercial utility of sensors in the THz band. This problem can be overcome by using the QCL itself both as the detector and source of THz radiation. This is known as self-mixing (SM) laser sensing.
SM occurs when radiation from a laser is partially reflected from an external target and injected back into the laser cavity. The reflected light interferes ("mixes") with the intra-cavity field, producing variations in the threshold gain, emitted power, lasing spectrum, and the terminal voltage. 2, 3 Each depends on both the amplitude and phase of the radiation reflected from the external target. Hence, the interferometric signal can be acquired from voltage variations across the laser terminals. The SM laser sensing technique [4] [5] [6] therefore allows a simple, self-aligned and robust system for measuring displacement.
Since the seminal work of Lang and Kobayashi 2 in 1980, SM sensors have been reported both at infrared and visible laser wavelengths. However, little has been reported in the THz band with the notable exception of Green et al. who used the SM technique as a means of extracting the linewidth enhancement factor of a THz QCL. 7 Whilst the laser self-mixing signals are traditionally acquired from an external photo detector, we have recently demonstrated that SM signals of comparable quality can also be obtained by monitoring the voltage variations across the laser terminals. [8] [9] [10] In this letter, we report for the first time measurements on a moving target using a THz SM sensor. Target displacements have been measured for a range of attenuations including opaque (in the visible spectrum) materials and at stand-off distances of up to 7 m in air.
The THz QCL used in the experiment consisted of a 10-lm-thick GaAs-AlGaAs bound-to-continuum active region based on the structure given in Ref. 11 . The device was processed into a semi-insulating surface-plasmon ridge waveguide with dimensions 3 mm Â 140 lm and was mounted on the cold finger of a continuous-flow cryostat fitted with a polythene window. The laser was operated in continuous-wave (cw) mode with a driving current of 0.9 A and with a heat sink temperature of 25 K. The power-current, current-voltage, and spectral characteristics of the laser are shown in Fig. 1 . The emission spectrum shown in the inset was obtained at a drive current of 0.9 A using a Fourier-transform spectrometer with a spectral resolution of 7.5 GHz. The spectrum indicates emission in a single longitudinal mode at 2.6 THz.
A schematic diagram of the experimental SM apparatus used to measure target displacement is shown in Fig. 2 . Radiation from the THz QCL was collimated (using an f/2 offaxis parabolic reflector with a diameter of 2 in.) and directed normally onto a vibrating target consisting of an aluminium plate that was attached to a subwoofer speaker cone. The total distance between the QCL and the target was 47 cm. In the experiments, the beam path length between the QCL and the target was varied periodically, by driving the speaker with a sinusoidal voltage signal at 20 Hz. The amplitude of the target motion was adjusted to approximately 100 lm using a digital dial indicator (Mitutoyo, Model:543-682). The SM signal was measured by monitoring the voltage variations across the terminals of the QCL, amplified by an accoupled amplifier with a gain of 1000, and recorded by a digital oscilloscope. No atmospheric purging was employed during the experiments. To model the SM signal as a function of target displacement, we used the conventional three mirror SM model. 6 It involves numerically solving the laser phase condition with feedback,
for the lasing frequency, m, where s ext is the round-trip time for light in the external laser cavity formed by the remote target, m 0 is the laser emission frequency without feedback, C is the feedback parameter that depends on the amount of light reflected back into the laser and the external cavity length, and a is the linewidth enhancement factor. 12 The change in threshold gain is related to m by 13 Dg th ¼ bcosð2pms ext Þ;
where b is a constant that contain several parameters including the laser facet reflectivities, the level of feedback, and the distance between the laser and the target. The change in threshold gain leads to the proportional change in terminal voltage (in the small signal approximation). The loudspeaker (target) electrical excitation signal is shown in Fig. 3(a) . We obtained an exemplar SM interferogram shown in Fig. 3(b) by solving Eq. (1) and using the result in Eq. (2), assuming that the target displacement was proportional to the excitation signal in Fig. 3(a) (without any phase lag) and assuming that the level of feedback is low. The fringe spacing in the interferogram corresponds to a target displacement of k/2, where k is the free-space emission wavelength of the QCL (115 lm in our case).
Obviously, due to the inertia of the electromechanical system used, the target displacement and consequently the measured interferogram contain a phase lag. The shape of the interferogram significantly depends on the attenuation of the beam, and consequently the feedback level the QCL is experiencing. The SM signal acquired experimentally using an unobstructed beam path is shown in Fig. 3(c) . The SM signal measurement was repeated using opaque obstructions between the parabolic mirror and the target. The acquired signals with black cloth and with a fibrous HDPE FedEx V R envelope in the beam path are shown in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e) , respectively. In order to extract the target displacement (with sub-fringe precision), we fitted a SM model to the experimentally acquired signals. The feedback parameter, C, the phase-lag between the acquired signal and the target excitation, the target displacement amplitude, and the laser linewidth enhancement factor, a, were all included in the parameter extraction process as free parameters of the fit. For the purpose of illustration, the parameters obtained for the signal shown in Fig. 3(c) are C ¼ 0.74 and a ¼ À0.09. This value of C corresponds to the weak feedback regime, 4, 6 and the linewidth enhancement factor extracted agrees well with that reported by Green et al. 7 The phase-lag between each of the measured SM signals and the target excitation (also obtained form the fitting process) has been indicated by vertical broken lines in Figs. 3(c)-3(e) and is predominately due to the inertia of the metal target and speaker cone. The displacement amplitude extracted from each of the fits was 122 lm. The three displacements were all in agreement to 3 significant figures and commensurate with the approximate measurement of 100 lm made with a digital dial indicator.
Further experiments were carried out to determine the noise margin of the system, and the stand-off distance over which SM signals could be sensed. The noise margin was determined by inserting a number of polymethyl methacrylate and polytetrafluoroethylene sheets between the QCL and the target until the signal was indistinguishable from the noise. It was estimated that the system could tolerate a round-trip attenuation of 45 dB, indicating a minimum detectable reflected power equal to %4 nW. In addition, it was found that the self-mixing signal could still be observed for a source-to-object distance of approximately 7 m through air (corresponding to a round-trip distance of 14 m). This technique can readily be expanded to include computer-controlled spatial and spectral scanning and potentially lead to automated detection and identification of materials.
In conclusion, the ability to measure displacement with a THz QCL using the SM technique has been demonstrated for the first time. This sensing technique uses the QCL itself as the radiation source and detector, and we demonstrated that the SM signal can be obtained by monitoring the variations in the terminal voltage, overcoming the need for an external detector. We showed that the sensor is capable of operating in the presence of opaque obstructions, and it is sufficiently sensitive to allow working distances greater than 7 m to be used.
